BR E NDA REISS
Forgiveness Coach & Author

brenda reiss believes that forgiveness is a truly sacred act.
No matter how far we’ve been or how far we have left to go, forgiveness can transform
our pain into peace and free us to live unapologetically joyful lives.

Brenda’s personal story of

Audience members will

overcoming trauma is an

learn how to:

inspiring testament to the

★★ Identify unconscious beliefs

power of the human spirit.
If your audience is looking for tools and
motivation to move beyond resistance,
envision their higher potential, and
embrace transformation, Brenda is the
perfect guide.

that keep them stuck
★★ Clarify and illuminate their
unique value to the world
★★ Improve relationships at home
and at work
★★ Step into their own power and
make better decisions
★★ Stop settling and become

Brenda touched and inspired

creators of their own reality

our audience with her rich
understanding of radical
forgiveness and helped us
to see that it’s possible to
live without the pain of our
past experiences. I highly
recommend her as a speaker.”
—A nne Tucker , Founder
Wisdom Soup MeetUp & A pp
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BR E NDA REISS
Forgiveness Coach & Author
If you’re looking for a dynamic and experienced presenter, hire
Brenda Reiss to speak at your next public or private event.
Brenda is available for:

Sample Topics:

★★ Conference keynote and breakout sessions

★★ Healing from the Inside Out: Releasing
Unconscious Beliefs that Keep Us Stuck in

★★ Corporate seminars

Toxic Patterns

★★ Group Workshops

★★ Creating a Sacred Partnership with Money:

★★ Individual coaching

Transforming Financial Chaos into Lasting

★★ Television appearances

Freedom
★★ Heartbreak to Harmony: Create Truly Loving

I couldn’t release the anger and negativity attached

& Supportive Relationships in Your Life

to an incident of betrayal that happened recently in

★★ Unlocking What’s Holding You Back in Your

my life. Brenda helped me sort through the layers
and get to the root of being able to forgive.”
—Betty

Career
★★ Getting Unstuck: Release the Past and
Reinvent your Future
available now:

Brenda’s book Forgive Yourself
and her mandala coloring book
Journey to Your Heart Space are
available at Amazon.com.

Contact:
To hire Brenda to Speak to your group or
organization, contact:

206-228-4255
www.brendareisscoaching.com
brenda@brendareisscoaching.com

